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ABSTRACT
Lehner, elba J . 1907. Change ln parental attltudes toward cblld guldaace
of parents eJU"'lled lu a cooperative nursery school program . Department of Clllld Devclopm nt and Famlly Ltvlng~ Dr. Don C. Carter,
Major :Professor.
The purpose of thla study was to determlnc lf parents change ln thelr
attitudes toward chU &Uldance after partlolpatlng in a Cooperatlve Nursery
ohool Parent Education P rogram. The s tudy was conducted ln the Fall
of 1959 lu the 1eber Collqe Department of Famlly Llfe.
Control and experlmeutal groups were used. The exper lmental group

was made up of forty mothers and father who wer e enrolled ln the Parent
:Ecmcatlon P rogram 1111d whose chlldren wer e enrolled ln the nursery
ochool. The control group was made up of forty mother s and fathers whoso
children we re on the waltlng llst of the nursery school.
Attltudes were determined by means of parent attltudes scale ln the
form of a questionnaire . The questlonnalres were glven to the control
and experimental group before and after a thirteen-week Parent Education
P rogram. The experimental group partlclpatcd ln thls program v.hlch
consisted of a ten- week study dlscusslon group under the dlrectlon of the
luvestlgator, and a thlrteen-week experience of actively partlctpatlng ln
a cooperative nursery s chool under the supervls lon of a trained nursery
s chool teacher.

Parents were tested tn four areas ln which they might change as a result of experience ln a Cooperative Nursery School Program. These were
(a) dependency, (b) chlld aggression toward parents, (c) chlld aggression
toward other chlldrert and (d) relatlonshtpa wlth other chlldren.
The results of the study show statlstlcally slgnlflcant changes ln all
four areas ln the attitudes of the experimental group mothers toward
more permtsslve guidance, whlle the control group had essentially the
same attitudes at the conclusion of the study as they had at the beginnlng.
fathers ud mothers differed ln thelr attitudes toward chlld guidance
Ill that fathers favored punltlve control whtle the mothers were more
permlsatve.
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INTRODUCTION
Parent education may be defined as the use of educational techniques to intluence parental role perfonJance.

Parent education can

be justified only on the grounds that it will have some beneficial
effect on the behavior and belief of an individual striving to fulfill
hie role as a parent .

r arent education can be viewed as an attempt to

constructively influence and change the role ot the parent .

In the past two decadee America has witnessed a revolution in

child training practices which has been tremendous in ita scope and
far-reaching in its effect .

A wide variety ot progra111a drawing on a

number of educational resources have contributed to this revolution.
Probably ona ot the 1110st influential has been planned parent education 1

informal education

IIIOV81118nt

designed to help parents leam

how they can best carry out their tasks as parents and enjoy family
life to the tullest .
'!here has always been a llincere interest in child rearing in
our culture and the mother ot today 11!1 advised, like the mothor ot
1920 and 1930, that popular child rearing doctrine will produce the
right kind of child it she will follow it.

We hne moved from an

era where the lllOther was taught that a child lllU&t

~

left alorl' • lllUst

be fed on a rigid schedule, lllUat leam to cry it out, must be toilet

2

trained earl.Jr and 11111st not be spoiled by being picked up or lti ven too
11111ch attention,

We have come now to a time when exactly the opposite

ia advocated ,
The present neede-oriented point of view is not a now development, but, in many weys 1 a return to older practices .
Swanson (4, p27) say 1 "The present day

¥Jller and

changes in child rearing are

onl.Jr the most recent of a long series of such modifications,"

The

history of child training practices seems to relate to the social ard
intellectual trends of the culture.
Prior to 18601 stendler 1 s (22) research points out that the
writers spoke with authorityJ they did not suggest,

Parente were ad-

vised to behave as direeted1 baby's life rnu9t huve regularity; weaning well a gradual process and bodily disciplines began earl.Jr.

!'. others

were advised to dress babies in clothing which was loose and lese
abundant,

The most prevalent attitude was to break the child •a will.

This attitude was associated with Calvinism, which saw the infant as
danmed with all mankind in Adalll's fall .

upon corporal puni11hment ,
research.

There were some attacks

Thill was pointed out in 3tendler 1 s (22)

She examined the content of magazine articles to 11ee the

kind of topics dealt with and what wa11 being advocated.

The largest

number of topic11 on child care were produced in 1890 and 1900.
of these referred to health.

Most

Stondler (22) felt this interest had

dweloped from adult education in general and from nourishing women's clubs.

In

1889 the Federation of Women 's Clubs had been formed

and hundreds of thousands of members were devoting their club time to
problems of child training.
Another trend which Stenciler (22) pointed out was the mother ' s

.3
role in the home and the development of good moral character.
CCIII!IIInts of thh period included!

Typical

"The very atmosphere of their h011111

shapes and molds their character, even when there is no formal teaching whatever. •
Part or the reason tor emphasizing the place or the mother in
the home was because 1t was generally believed that good character
denloped by 1mitation.

The mother should be good, honest, cheerful,

and orderly so the child could imitate her.

The earlier work or

Darwin had emphasized that a man was the product or forces that work
upon him.

Walt Whitman in poetry and

this same exaltation of motherhood.

~.'histler

on canvas testified to

The Stendler (22) study points

out that the emphaeis upon mother love is explained in part, as a way

ot building up the mother role in her home and a way or keeping her
there at a time when more and more - n were going to work outside
the home.
Historians have pointed out that 1890 rsprssented the triumph

ot business enterprise.
lite.

This had several

L~plicatione

tor tamL!y

Father lived away from home more and to offset the sordidness

ot the business world which father had entered, mothers were put on
a pedestal and mother love was 11111phasized as a possible check against
the evils of materialism.
From about 1910 to the Firat World War there seemed to be a

dramatic ewing to the belief that the means to a good character was
not through a shower of love.

Viscipline, strict schedules, a new

taboo on physical handling, and advice on thwubsucking were emphasized.

One expert wrote about thumbsucking - "Get some white cotton

gloves and make her wear these all the time, even to school.

They

4
will not only serve as a reminder but also make her ashamed when
people aak her about th8111. 11
Wolfenatein (25), in her analysis of change in content in the
"!n!ant Care" bull etin of the

u.s.

Children ' s a.traau over a period or

several years , pointed out that the infant appeared to be endoved wit h
strong and dangerous impulses .

These were notably autoerotic mastur-

batory and thumbsucking-the impulses could as.sily grow beyond control
and eomet1.rnas wreck children for lite.

The 1914 Edition or "Infant Care" also stated, "The rule that
parents should not play with the baby may seem hard but it is without
doubt a safe one.

A young delicate and nervous baby needs rest and

uiet."
There seems to be no clear explanation as to the reason tor this
dramatic shirt except that the turn

or

the century was characterized

by a zeal or reform which lett few aspects or American life untouched .

There was great concern over the high rate of infant mortality and
doctors advocated strict schedules.
Through the 1920 ' s lfOIUen were suffrage JD1nded.

Writers were

attempting to help them become better informed on social problems
involving children, so many articles on child labor, child health and
wel!aro appeared .

During this period 3t~lldler (22) pointe out that

in one lone article 1n the

~

!J2!l!!. ~

the tirst expression of

the Freudian theory was round , n811181T - "of equal importance during
the yeare ot plasticity in the life of the child is the avoidance or
any act tending to produce in after years what the psychoanalysts call
infantile fixation . "
There were two important cultural trends during the twenties .

The prestJ.ae ot science was veey great, along with new machines and
gadgets.

l'llychology shared in this prestige.

The 2ot.h centuey brought

the fiapper with her increased scom o! VictorianiiiiD and everything it
aymboli•ed.

Grandmother and her waya ware old fashioned.

"We do it

thia W&J"" waa the vogue.
The illlpact o! Wateoni11111 was being felt and probably reached ita
peale in the early .30 1 a.

The up-to-date mother o! the .30 1 a waa one

vho knew her calories and rltamins.

Stendler reports (22, p. 68) that

she was ripa !or bringing up her baby by a book written on the latest
theory.
Parenthood in 1929 and the .30's became predominantly a llBtter or
know how.

Parente had to uae the right technique to impose routines

and to keep the child from dominating them.

In this decade or the 1940's, there was a tre111endous growth in
articles and materials dealing with personality dtrlelopaent, ae wall
aa self-regulatory and permissive procedures .

The Children's Bureau

Publications emphasised a reasonable practice ot feeding a baby when
he is hungey.
tion.

DIS'Velopaental aapecta of behavior also received atten-

Temper tantrullltl and thumbaucking were aeen aa phases and were

recogniJied aa normal behavior at certain agee.
Articles by Karl Menniger, Amold Gesell, Benjamin Spook and
maey others were having their in!luence.

The IIIOther was important

not !rom the aentilllental, emotional concept or the 1890's, but because
in 1110thering and cuddling her baby she imparted to it a feeling ot
security.
degree.

The permiseive theory vas interpreted by aome to an extreme
Inexperienced 1110thera ware confused by hunger cries and

babies were ted too often.

The "Behavior is Caused" concept waa

6
followed that blllll&n beinge have certain emotional neede which must be
satietied if a penon grow to be an emotional.l,y mature person.
In recent years

u.s.

Children 's Bureau bulletin, "Infant

has etresaed the importance of parents.

Care,"

Parenthood becomes a major

eource of enjoyment for both parent-the father having come much more
into the picture.

Pllrenta are promised that having children will keep

them together, keep them young and give them tun and happiness.
child should learn that father and mother are
other.

t~

The

people who enjoy each

&by will enjoy new experiences more it his parents are having

a good time.

Wolterustein (24, p.2l.) points out , "as we have seen,

enjoyment, tun and play now pel'lllll&te all activities of the chUd.
Babies and usually mothers enjoy breast feed1ngJ nursing bringe joy
and happiness."

She goea on to say, "This idea ot parenthood in

tenns of tun may express a new itnperative-you ought to enjoy your
chUd.

When a mother ill told that moet mothere enjoy nureing, 11he

may wonder what ill wrong with her in caae she does not."
Attitudes revealed in chUd training literature tie in with the
wider range of attitudes in American Culture today.
and play are important today.

Fun, amus-nt

Formerly there was felt to be danger

in pleasure, and that by seeking tun there vas a certain amount ot
vickedne1111 involved.

Today as Wolfen11tein (21) puts it, "there ill a

fear that one may not be able to let go autticiently so that we can
have tun.

Not having tun 18 not merely an occasion for regret, but

involves a loss of aelt-e.teem."
!!1.-n ( 5) hall obse!'Yfld bent exteneively wrk and play have be-

come tused in business and prol'essional life.

Activities formerly

sharply isolated from work, such as entertainment, have become a part

7
of the business relationship.

It would seem that mothers going into

tha employment world while young fathers are in school may have great
significance in these ideas of having fun as a family.
Miller and Swanson (4) describe older and newer middle class
occupations , the way of living associated with them, and how each has
producod a distinctive pattern for training children.

They state (4,

p.5), "A comprehensive history or child care is yet to be written, but
it certainly will show that the 'best •

w~q

to raise a child b

infin-

itely complicated by the rats of cultural chango in modern society. "
The history of child training practices points up the fact that
the culture , the social and intellectual tronds of the time has ita
impact upon the way of handling

~hildren.

It is a part of the values,

hopes and expectat1one of parents, with the reeult that they tl'9at
their children in terms of these values .
History also pointe out that there will be other

chan~ee ,

and we

will need to watch for them and not assume we have the answers .
Fl"'OIl the historical data one muet conclude that parent education
has had some measurable effects on t he American parent .

Parent educ-

ation over the past two decades has urged the parent to greater lenienc:r in child care .

Therefore, an7 shirts in actual parent p::-actice

toward greater leniency during the past two decades can be interpreted
as the effect, in part , of these parent education programs .
&rent Cooperative .N!n:l!!!r.Y ~
Parent Cooperative Nursery Schools are one part of the total
parent education program.

The term Parent Cooperative refers to all

educational groups organized h,y parents themselves for their pre-school
children.

Such cooperatives provide the rich and happ:r environment

8
that pre-school children need for optimum developll8rlt .

The character-

izing element is the cooperation of parents not only in the organisation and business operation of the nurser,y school itself, but in
experience with guidance and education of the pre-school children,
under trained guidance,

Parent Cooperatives are usuall:y in senion

tor two or three hours a clq, three to five mornings a week,

~lotbere

give at least one morning a week assisting the nureer,y school teacher.
Through participation parents gain understanding of children 111
behavior and inllight into their

01f!l

feelings and behavior,

Through

sharing reaponeibllity by participation, a mother builds up her sense

ot being important

and really good at her major taak, thereb:y increas-

ing her sense or adequac:y and, hence, her capacit:y to enjo:y her children.
Fathers traquentl:y become interested in the cooperatives through
their wives and children, and become involved in some ot the education
and other activities,

creases.

As a result their understanding ot children in-

As both mother and father are better able to recognize and

provide tor their child 111 needa , teneiona tend to relax; the tanlil:y
more thoroughl:y enjo:ys being together and seeks more shared experiences .
In the twent:y odd :years since the:y

beg~~n,

parent cooperative

nuraer:y schools have spread widel:y into many parte of the United
States and into Canada.

Ta,ylor states (7), "The:y offer promise of

wider develop111ent and richer contribution to the well being of children, their parents and their comnunitiee."

9
State~~~ent

o! the Problem

The problem investigated in thie stud)- was the intluence or experience in a Parent Cooperative Nursery School upon parental attitudea toMard children's behavior.
ljypotheees
Four hypotheses were formulated dealing with various aspects ot
the study.

These are as follows

The tirat hypothesis to be studied: that experience in a cooperative nursery school program v1ll produce modi!ieations in attitudes
toward chUd behartor ot parents who participated in ths cooperative
nursery school progr&lll.
The second hypothesh to be tested: that fathers would modit)
their attitudes toward chUd behavior because ot the influence o!
mothers who participated in a cooperative nursery program.
The third hypothesis to be tested:

there are dit!erences be-

tween attitudes or fathers and mothers .
The fourth hypothesis to be tested: that not all aspects or the
parents' attitudes toward chUd behavior vill be influenced in the
same •Y•

REVIF',oi OF LITERATURE

The present review o! literature was designed to include:
studies reporting change in attitude, behavior, and
ledge u

1ncrea~~e

(a)

1n kno-

reiiUl.t o! experience 1n parent education progr8111J and (b)

studies showing meaeurement or parental attitudes, feelings and
overt behavior, and the effect upon child adjustment.

An intensive surv87 o! literature indicates little information on
change 1n parental attitudea as a reault or an experience 1n parent
education.
studiea Reporting .9!!!!8! 1n Attitude,
Behavior and Increaae 1n Knowledge as
Result or Experience 1n Parent Education
~
The following studiea aas1ated the investigation 1n establishing
methods or procedures in the atudy o! change in attitudes.

Several

aapects o! change ma7 occur in the leamer as a reiiUl.t or a aeries o!
leam1ng experiences.

Tho tirst set or studies, some with a partiall7

complete experimental design, evaluates the effect ot group discussion
procedure in increasing parent a• knowledge.

Hedrich (13) att11111pted

to measure the effectiveness or a caretul.ly constructed progr&lll ot
leam1ng in changing attitudes o! parents toward the

develop~~ent

ot

self-reliance 1n children.
He used as eubjects tour groupe o! parenta totaling 48 eubjects.

Each group 11111t aix t illles tor a aeries o! lessons.

The educational

ll
program was centered on teaching positive attitudes and practices or
parents toward the

develo~nt

ot self-reliance in their cltildren.

It

vas focused specifically on the tour areas o! eating, sleeping, toileting and use or clothing.
Three meall\ll"ements ot the parents were made both before and
following the aeries o! lessons.

These included measurement or at-

titude toward aelt-reliance, measurement or knowledge concerning denlopment or the child, and a measurement ot practices in regard to
development ot self-reliance in eating, toileting, sleeping and the
use or cloth!n«.

For the meaeuring o! parent attitudes, the Ojemann

Salt-Reliance Scale was used.

The scale baa a range or eleven etepa

ranging from unta'forable to taYOrable .
regard to child development vas

meaS~.red

Knowledge teats ot parents in
by a teat built by the writer.

Results ot this etudT showed a significant increase in knowledge.
Attitudes were changed from a position o! 5. 94 on the attitude scale
to 4.81, showing a change to a 1110re favorable attitude.
evidence that a aignitieant change in attitude occurred.

There

lOllS

Attitudes

also were si&Jrl.!icantly improved in child rearing areas other tha.n
those dealt with in the groupeJ pl~, tor eXAJIIple, thus euggesting
that change was generalized .
Shapiro (20), measured the ettect ot a series or group discussion
meetings (directed according to a well-defined methodology) upon the
child-rearing attitudes ot the parents who participated.

Two measures

before and atter the series ot meetings were employed with both
experimental and control groupe .

Twent7-t1ve indirlduals representing

titteen families attended !rom one to twelve meetings in the group
discusllion aeries .

Each ot theM experimental subjects wre Dl&tched

12
with a control subject with respect to occupation, education, religion,
age and eex.
The questionnaire wae employed in thie investigation.

Findings

in thia etud,y llhow that attar exposure to a aariea or group diecueeion
meetinga, a number or the experimental group moditied their child
rearing attitudes in the predicted direction; that ia, toward increased
good judgment and lessened authoritarianism to a statiatically aignUicant degree .

The control «rrUP did not ahov aignUicant moditica-

tt1ona in child rearing attitudaa.

Thoaa who attended four or mere

meetings in the series or group discussions achieved signitieantly
greater change than those attending three or fewer .

Exposure to

group dhcueeion technique will modify parental child rearing attitudes in a pre-determined direction positively related to amount or
exposure to group discussion.
Turning to attitude as a criterion, Chandler (12) had as subjects 28 mothers or elementary echool children exposed to an eightweak reading and group diacuasion course .

The course wae planned,

organised and conducted in accord with current philosophies and trends
in parent education.

The Duvall Tradi tional-Developmental measure was

adminietered to the mothere before and atter the stud,y group program.
This teat 1e baaed on responses to the question ,
a good mother does?"

and

"~/hat

are five thinge

"What are tive things a good child doea?"

The conclusion was that during the eight weeks etud,y course mothers
who participate become more d.velopmental both in their parent rol e
concept and standards or child behavior.
Stott and Berson (23) etudied changed attitudes resulting f%'0111 a

13
preparental education program.
mea~ent

This study was concerned with the

of the common attitudes and beliefs or young prospective

parents about ema.ll children, their behavior, and their care and training; and with an evaluation or the changes 1n these attitudes taking
place during attendance at a aeries or eight weekly educational meetings delligned to prepare them tor parenthood.
An experimontal group or 28 couples and a control group or 13

expectant couples or the same socioeconomic group were uaed,

A scale

conllisting of 30 statements waa devised to measure attitudes and we
given to the exper:l.rnental and control groupe at the beginnin8 of the
program and again at the end .

The attitudn expressed in these state-

menta ranged from highly permissive and lenient on one hand to authoritarian, prohibitive, and corrective on the other.

:J

The reaulta of this study were ae follovec

~

1.

With rev exceptions changes in individual attituctea after parti:
cipation in the llllriaa or preparental meetings were in the positive a
direction toward parmiesive and away from rigid.
'

2.

The average difference between the firet and eecond testa for the
experimllntal group vere highly e1gnificant while colllpllrable differences for the control group were not. It appears, therefore,
that the preparental progru produced a dellired modification ot
attitude and point or viev over and above that produced by interaction between obstetrician and patient and the usual guidance
given during the course of pregnancy,

3.

A etudy of relative susceptibility to change in attitudes involving tour areas or child care showed reeistance to change in the
following increasing orderc Discipline, feeding, toileting and
sleep. On this particular question fUrther reeearch 1a needed ,
(33, p. 303)
.
Several studies have evaluated the effect of maaa media and are

concerned with change in self-reported behavior of parents .
extensive study of this kind

'If&&

The moat

carried out by the starr (16) ot the

Mi.chigan State Department of Mental Health.

Thill study utilized

,_J
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experimental and control groups or 1000 liiOthers in each group.

Sub-

jects were selected by 118lllpling tra11 experimental and control counties .

A series or

~phlete

" 0 ierre the Pelican• were mailed to the

experimental group and withheld from the control group.

A forty-

three item questionnaire baaed on the pamphlet material was then
mailed to both groups .

Returne !rom the experimental group numbered

477 and from the control group 537.

A comparison ot experimental and

control groups showed signiticant ditterences (5 . 05) on 10 ot the 43
items.

Two of these 10 differences favored the control group.

Three other measuree or effects were ueed in the study, (a)
treatment or all 43 iteme as it they constituted a teet of information, (b) coneidered concept 1te11111, those involYing acme understanding beyond factual information, (c) comparison ot the effect of 11
background information variableeJ for example, education or the mother
upon subject reeponsee.

In the teet information the average percent-

age ot correct answers tor the experimental group wae greater than
thet or the control , and the difference approached statistical significance (4. 10).

In the concept items the average percentage correct

tor the experimental group wae significantly greater (l . OJ) thM tor
the control group.

In the effect ot background information variable,

the result!! showed nine ot the eleven background variables had a
greater effect upon the answers ot the control group than those of the
experimental group.

Thill euggeete M interesting finding1

That the

pamphlet seriee reduced the individual variability in child-care knoll'ledge and attitudes arising from ditterences in cultural and other
background characteristics by providing a new and cOIIIDOn core ot
knowledge tor all experimental subjects.
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Showing ~.easurement o! Parental
Attitudes, Peelings , and Overt Behavior
and the Effect ~ Child Adjustment
l'aterial which throw light on the relationship between the attitudes of parents and the behavior of their children holds significanes !or those interested in parent education,
In view of the importance of the problem of parent-child re-

lationshipe and the prominence or parental attitudes and behavior ae
background for the behavior of children, there has been very little
material developed to adequately !Dila&ure parental attitudes, and that
would aid in more precise inquires into the dynamic patterns of parent-child relationships .

·:errill (15) attempted to study and measure

the stimulus properties of maternal behavior toward pre-ochool childran in standardized play situation.

Viewing the b6haviorial inter-

action of mother and child through a one way screen, this investigator kept a running record of her observations,

The subjects were 30

mothers divided equally into a control and experimental group matched
in terms of the predominant behavior shown in the first of the plar
senions between mother and child.

1'h

experimental mothers were told

before the s econd period that their children's actions in the previous
eeaaion did not show full realization of hie capabilities,
The control mothers showed consistent trends in behavior from
first to aecond aessione ,

The experimental group in the second seesionJ

however, showed significant increases in the dtrection of more directing, 1nterferring 1 criticizing, and etructurizing change in activity ,
Three specific aspects of the problema were considered in the
analysis of data:

(a) the consistency of maternal behavior, (b) the

effects of increased motivation on maternal behavior, and (c) individual difference in maternal behavior,
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The results revealed a possible relationship between behavior
of the child and the behavior patterns of the parent.

Conatructing a measuring device that would differentiate the
parents of maladjusted children from the parents of adequately adjusted children was the study of Shoben (21) .

The hypothesis on which

the investigation was based is that parente take sufficiently consistent attitudes toward their children to permit measurement and that
those attitudes are significantly related to child adjustment.
A pool of 148 items was formed and administered to a group of 50
mothers of problem children and a group of 50 mothers or non-problem
children.

The items were anal)'Sed tor significance by the chi-square

method, those itema being kept which differentiated the groupe at the
five per cent level of confidence or better.
retained .

Eighty-five items were

Five judges classified the items according to the cate-

gories 1 dollli.nant, poesesdve, ignoring, and miscellaneous .
author reported:

Thia

(a) that parent behavior as represented b7 parental

attitudes is measurably consistentJ (b) that parent attitudes are
meaningfully associated with child adjustment1 and (c) that apparently
revelant and internally consistent variables can be extracted from a
pool of items by means of the

jud~nts of

sophisticated judge&J (d)

that the University of California' s parent attitude survey, an easily
administered pencil and paper type inventory, is of sizeable potential
value in the investigation of parental attitudes as the effect of
ahUdren ' s adjustment .
Parental acceptance of children is believed to be one of the
essential elements underlying the whole structure of the parent-child
relationship.

Porter (17), 1954, c0111plsted a study at Cornell Univ-

ersity following soma preliminary planning at Iowa state College on
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measure or parent acceptance or children,
goals the

develoJ:~~~snt

The study had as one or its

of an instrument or methodology by which tarnil;y

variables could be measured ,

A parental acceptance scale vas constru-

cted on the basis or the definition , operational criteria , and the
conceptual frame ,

A eelt-inventory type or measuring device was dev-

eloped and parents were asked to rate themselves according to the
feelings they have and the actions they take in relation to their
child.

The scale vas administered to 100 subjects, 43 men and 57

wamen, who had at least one child in the 6 - 10 ;year age range .

One

ot the h.Ypotheaes listed in this study vas that the degree or acceptance which is present within a given parent exists in measurable form
sutticientl;y to dirterentiate that parent !rom other parents ,

The

data gathered supported this hypotheses, and the acceptance scale vas
successful in distributing subjects on a continuum and appeared to be
sufficiently sensitive to classifying parents over a vide range,
Shaefer and Bell (19) reported that parental attitudes toward
child-rearing and the family are an important innuence on the personality or the child ,

They attempted to develop a set or hOmogeneous

measures o! parental attitudes.

A set of 32 concepts -re selected

which were derived !rom previous studies and fran a search or literature on parent-child relationships.
Attitude scales or rive to ten iteQII which gave satisfactory reliability for research purposes were developed with an iterative technique of attitude measurement .

Many or these measure• were round to be

related to education, tor mothers with higher education usually had
more approved attitudes toward child rearing .

It is suggested that

logically and psychologically homogeneous scales of attitudes toward
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child rearing will be useful 1n investigating theories of the influence ot maternal attitudes upon the development of the child.
Rigidity ill thought to be a learned behavior pattern tranemitted
from parents to child through the adult 1 s child rearing practices.
Bllllll (10) reported a study shoving a positive relationship between
parental and child regidity.

Data was secured through means of ques-

tionnaires given to teachers and to 34 parents ot 17 children attending the University nursery school.

The author hypothesized that (1)

rigid parents have high control; nexible parents are permissive in
child rearing practicesJ and (2) there is a positive relation between
parental and child rigiditYJ and (3) a child with one nexible and one
rigid parent has a flexibility-rigidity pattern similar to the parent
with whom the child identities .
The data in this study shoved a positive relationship between
parental and child rigidity.

There was a relationship betveen par-

ental rigidity and control in child rearing practices .

The nexible

child appeared to have parents vith greater ditterantials in their
patterns of rigidity, education, age , and child rearing practices .
Brown (ll) did an experilllental atud,y

their effect upon the child adjustment .

ot parental attitudes and

The Brovn personality inven-

tory vas administered to 500 seventh and eighth grade children.

Two

groups ot 100 children representing each end ot the adjustment distribution were selected tor the experiment proper.
The Stogdill scale ot attitude toward child behavior and attitude
toward parental control vae sent to 200 mothere .

-A

return of 36 use-

able scales tram mothers ot vall adjusted and 37 tram mothere ot poorly adjusted children was obtained.

The results ot this study showeds
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1.

Statistically reliable differences were obtained between teacher
ratings or well adjusted and poorly adjusted children in all categories, with the exception ot social adjustment.

2.

No significant difference was found between parental attitude
scores of well adjusted and poorly adjusted children on either ot
the Stol¢111 scales.

3.

Low and statistically insignificant correlations were obtained
between parental control attitudes and inYentory ecores (-100) and
between child behavior attitudes and inventory scores.

4.

A critique of assumptions underlying parental attitude scale indicates that many factors must be understood and equalled before
reliable and meaningful parental attitudes can be measured objectively. (ll, p. 229)
Various research findings argue against the notion that parent

attitudes remain constant over a period ot time,

I&ako (14) in an in-

vestigation ot llllltemal behavior towrd first and second children
rated forty mothers on twenty-one ot the Pels parent behavior rating
scales,

Two separate ratings were made; the chronolo~lcal agee

ot

the first and second children were IIIAtched on the baeia of the time
the mother's behavior toward them was rated ,

Lasko found that the

differences on moat ot the 'W8rmth variables favored the second child.
The second child was also found to be more permissively treated ,
Findings ran counter, however, to the hypothesis that the parent is
lese anxious about and leas protective toward the second child than
the first.
Lasko concluded that, "There is significant consistency in the
mother's policies and techniques ot

~~~&naging

her two children, but the

quality of her emotional relationships can be predicted from one child
to the other."

In

other words, one can, through observation obtain a

fairly clear picture of a mother's overall child-rearing techniques ,
Lasko also found that the absolute age difference between pairs ot
siblings is an important variable in determining maternal treatment .
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~lothere

or children cloee together in age tend to treat them more dem-

ocratical.l;r and vith more understanding than do mothere whose children
are more widely spaced.

A comparison ot parent behavior toward second

and third children aeema to indicate that mothers develop an attitude
of

wa~h

combined vith strictneea

all

they have more children.

The relationship between socialization and the parent--child relationship was shown by Baldvin (8).

Research is based upon the ob-

servations o! pre-school children in the

F~rilllental

conducted by the Fela Research Institute.
battery or child behavior variablee.

nuraer,r school

Each child was rated upon a

Concurrentl;r, he is villited in

his home every six months by an independent investigator who rates the
impact or home environment upon the child in terms or a bllttery or
parent behavior ratings.

The ll&lllple used was a group or 67 children

observed at the appro.xi.lllate age of 4 years.

The findings suggest that

the predominant effect of parent behaTior upon the socialization o!
the pre-school child 1e to raise or lower his willingness and ability
to behave actively tcnard his environment.

Extending freedom and per-

miaaiveneea in the home by not punishing active explorationa and aggreesive reactions to frustration permits the child to become active,
outgoing, and spontaneous.

Children who are raised democraticall;r

seem to be rated higher on behavior reflecting an active sociallyoutgoing t;rpe of activity.

Children in democratic homes are in a

favored position in the group to which they belong and are generall;r
rated high on activities demanding intellectual curios1t:r, originality,
and constructiveness.
Baldvin, Kalhorn and Breese (9) conducted a series or studies in
which they attempt to rate parent behavior and to eetabliah a relationehip between a particular type o! parent behnior and the child.

Firat 1
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they describe three fundamental factors in parent behavior; one of these
factors ill the warmth of the parent-child relationship.

A warm relation-

ship is described as one in which the parents generally like and enjoy
the child.
The findings of this study indicated that parents who generally
liked and enjoyed their children had children who were more socially
outgoing than parents who disliked their children.

The intellectual,

objective parents had children who governed their overt behaviors by
what they thought was an appropriate policy.

Democratic practices with-

in the home were found to have an effect upon nurser,r school behavior.
Children from democratic homes were more cooperative 1n all lll!ltters than
children from non-democratic homes .
Read (18), using two questionnaires devised by Goddard and Stogdill
to measure parent attitudes report.ed that within a group of .32 parents
mothers 1 attitudes showed higher relationships than did fathers 1 attitudes to child behavior1 attitudes of both parents taken together
were 1110re predictive of child behavior than wee either separately.

The

nwuber of eubjects WBs smal.l and no teste of significance were made.
The children whose parents expressed approval of freedom from parents 1
control, were judged to behave more acceptably than those whose parents
approved of strict control .

'Nhat the parents think about their own

rcle of parenthood appears to be more closely related to child behavior
than what they t nink of child behavior itself.

SUDIDacy of Review of Uterature
This review of literature was Jllade to study what research workers
have reported in studies of change in attitudes of parents as result of
experience in parent education programs and the effect upon child adjustment .
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The following findinge were revealed by investigators in the
studies reviewed:
1.

After exposure to group discussion experience, parents do modify
their child-rearing attitudes to a statistically significant degree, toward increased good judgJDent and lessened authorit,ar1an18111.

2.

1'hose parents who attended four or more meetings in the series or
group discussions achieved eignificantly greater change than those
attending three or fewer.

3.

Several etudiu point out that parent attitudes can be 11111a11ured
from parent behavior.

4.

Parental attitudes toward child rearing and the family are an important intluence on the personalit:y of the child .

5.

The literature indicates little intonuation on change in parental
attitudes as a result of an experience in parent education.

Brim

( 2, p. 29) points out , "only a few of the many studies undertaken
in parent education are eatisfactory frol!l the standpoint of design
and analyeis, ••• The issue of how effective is parent education in
changing parents or children, therefore , remains unresolved at
present ."
6.

Extensive review of the literature shows no studies on change in
parental attitudes as a result or experience in a parent cooperative nursery school.

t-!ETHOD OF PROCEDURE
The procedure followed in conducting this study will be described
aa followat

(a} setting for the study, (b) developing a acale for

measurement or parental attitudee, (c) control and experimental groupe,
(d) collection of data, and (e) the parent education program tor experimental groupe or mothers .
The Setting tor the Study
The Department ot Family Lite ot

~eber

Junior College, Ogden,

utah, hae conducted a parent cooperative nuraecy school Iince 1952,
As defined in the introduction of this study, the term parent cooperative refers to educational groupe organized by parents themselves tor
their pre-school children,

Weber College '• nursery school 11 a modi-

tied parent cooperatiYe in that it is administered by ·''eber Junior College and not by parents.
One trained nursery school teacher ie in charge of the nursery
school.

Since the school's inception, parents have participated in

the guidance and education of their children by serving as nuraery
school assistants at least one day a week and by participating in parent etudy discussion groups one evening a week,

Fathers participate

in the study diacuuion groupe, but not in actual work of the nursecy
school itself,

In order tor children to be accepted in the Naber Col-

lege cooperative nursery school, parents are required to participate
in the parent education progr&lll,
The number of children that could be served by the nursery school
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since 1952 has been far lese than the number of applications received;
therefore, there has been a long waiting liet,

In numerous caeea par-

enta have put a child's name on the waiting list or Ieber Junior College
Cooperative Nursery, at birth,
Because this situation had exiated for eight years (a long waiting
liot and parents actively participating), i t seamed an ideal setting
from which to draw two groupe of parents for experimental purpoeea.
The control group to be selected from those on the waiting list, and
the experimental grcup from those participating in the nursery school
itself,
Developing !. Scale of
Parental Attitudes

~'easurement

of

The first task faced in developing a scale for measurement of parental attitudes waa to select areas of behavior toward ldlich parents
might be expected to develop positive attitudes ae a result of participation in the nursery and atud7 diacuaaion groupe.

Four areas were

selected which seemed to be typical of pre-school behavior;

(a)

de-

pendency, (b) child a ggression toward parents, (c ) child aggression
toward other children, (d) relationships with other children.

Although

these areas of pre-school behavior are typical, experience baa shown
that parents react to them with a variety of attitudes ldlich are both
wholesome and unwholesome.
Dependency was selected because entrance into nursery school is
usually the first etep that the pre-school child takes toward independence from the family.

Ordinarily, thie ie difficult for both par-

ent and child,
Child aggression toward parents was chosen because it also 1e
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typical of the nursery age chUd a behavior.
1

It is olo..l.y related to

the above steps toward independence, and also the beginning of a chUd 111
feelings about himaelf as an independent person.

These feelings are

expressed in a type of rebellion toward the parent ldlich we call aggression,
ChUd aggression toward other chUdren was chosen for stucQ' because it ie

110

closely related to relationships with other children,

In establishing his place in hie group, he often uses an aggressive

approach such as hitting, pushing, and grabbing.

This behavior is

usually most unacceptable to parents.
Relationships with other children seemed important because when
a chUd first experiences association with a group of peers on en-

trance to nursery school, it is typical for him to experiment with
methods of controlling them and relating himself to them,

Hie methode

of approach often are not acceptabl e to his parenta.
The second atep in developing the scale wae to select and describe typica.l behavior characteristics of pre-school chUdren within
the four selected areas,

(See Appendix I . )

The third task was to list and describe a variety of parental attitudes and reactions toward the behavior.
5everal attitude acalee were reviewed including 1 Shoben (21 h
The University of Calitomia Parente Attitude Jcale; and Porter (17)
A hBaeurament of Parent Attitudee.

None were found that fit the Weber

Junior College Cooperative Nursery School.

The fonn and some of the

statements from Porter's Measurement of Parent Attitudes were adapted
to the scale used in this etucQ".
The completed scale ne a aeries of twenty questions:

six in the
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area of dependency, four in the area of aggression toward parents , six
in the area of relationsh1pa with other children, and four in the area
of aggression toward other children,
five or more

Wll.yB

parents

mi~ht

react ,

ch question was followed by
Parents were to indicate their

course of action by checking one of the group.
The author was aware that
to certain limitations,

~estionnaire

TYPe Research is subject

The respondent may either consciously or un-

consciously distort the facts for one reaaon or ot•,er,

Or, he or she

may feel and react differently in certain situations,
The itema measuring parent reactions were rated high , middle and
low,

High ratings were given to the responsee showing understanding ,

kn<»dedge of tho cause of the behavior, a positive attitude toward it ,
and

1101110

insight into the feelings of tho child ,

M:ltldle ratings were

given where the responses showed some understanding, some indifference,
but little reaction.

Law ratings were given .tor negative attitudes,

complete lack of understanding of the behavior, and a punishing approach ,
Pre-Teet of Scale
The scale for measurcent of parental att itudes was pre-tested
before adoption,

'ntis pre-teet

-~~

administered to eight parents, f our

mothers and four fathere of pre-school children,

The teet was taken

to the home of each couple, and they were all to check one of the mult iple choice answers to each question.
the test explained,

The introduction was read and

After the couple had completed the questionnaire ,

it was discussed and their suggestions were given.

The questionnaire

was found to be geared too much to mothers and to children in the nu:reery school .

A few modificatione were made to make the scale adapt-

able to fathers and control group without nursery school experience ard
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the scale vas adopted.
The Control and Experimental Groupe
In conducting thia

et~

two groupe vere ueed, a control and an

experimental group.
~

&!:2J:!l!..-The control groups were choeen from the parents

whose children vere on the va1t1ng 1111t ot the Weber Junior College
Cooperative Nursery School.

Man;y

ot these parents bad a fundamental

belief in the value or the nureor,r school tor their children and were
also interested 1n knoving how to be more effective parents.
The control group comprised a total ot forty parents, twenty
mothers and twenty fathers.
The age range of the control group of mothers vas 22 - 39, the
mean age being 30.8 years.

The educational background ot tho twenty

mothers disclosed that tour had bachelor degrees, ten had attended
college vitbout receiving a degree, and six were high school graduates.
With the exception of one

who

occasionally did substitute teaching,

none vere employed outside the h0111t1.
The age range of the control fathers was 26 - 39, the mean age
being 32 years.

The educational background of these subjects die-

closed eight vith poet graduate .tudies, five vith bachelor degreea,
seven bad college beyond high school.

The proteeeions repreeented

were phylliciane, dentists, college profe1111ors, an architect and an
artist.
1118Jl•

others in the group were a contractor, polic-.n, rallroad-

plumber, executive, insurance agent, truck driver, aaleaJD&n and

accountant.

The number of children for the control group averaged 2 . 3 .
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ExperiJ!lent!l 8!:2l:!E.·-The experilllental groups were parents whose
children were enrolled in the Weber Junior College CooperatiYe Nursery School in the tall ot 1959.

Deep concern tor their own child '•

beet development motiYates these parents to participate and give treel.7

ot their time.

Through participation, they are learning about child

behavior, learning to understand their own behavior, and learning to
become more effective parents.
The experimental group comprised a total or forty parents, twnty
mothers and twenty !&there.
The age range of the experimental mothers was 21 - 45, vith a

mean age or 30.9 years.

The educational background or these twnty

mothers showed that aeyen had bachelor degrees, nine had some college
beyond higtl school, and four were high school graduates.

None ot these

mothers were employed outside the home.
The age range or the experilllental fathers was Z7 - 49 1 vith a
age or 32 yeare.

11111111

The educational background or this group ot twenty

fathers showed that nine had poet graduate schooling b1t7ond college,
tive had bachelor degrees, and six had some college beyond high school.
The tolloving proteuiona were represented:

physicians, dentists,

college professors, engineers, a ps:ychologiat, a golf professional, a
speech therapist, phannaciat, civil engineer, an abstractor, and a
policeman.

The !llllllber or children tor the experimental group averaged

2. 4.
Table 1 and Table 2 present data indicating similaritiss in age
range and educational background between experimental and control
groups .

TABLE 1.

Age range in years and mean age of control and experimental
group

Control Group
Mothers
Age Range in Years

Experimental Group

Pathers

~Dthere

Fathers

22 - 39 26 - 39

21 - 45

27- 49

30.9

32

32

30. 8

Mean Ages

Control Group

Experimental Group

Average Number of Children

TABLE 2.

Educational background of control and experimental groups4

~rimental

Control Group
~-othors

Post Graduate
Bachelor Degree
Beyond High School
High

hool Graduate

4
10

6

Fathers Total

8

a

5

9

7

Group

Plot hers Fathers Total

9

9

7

5

12

17

9

6

15

6

4

4

High School Incomplete

aPattern tor classifying on the basis of educational statues
Post Graduate
Dachelor Degree
Beyond High School
High !lehool Graduate

Parents who had received a M. D., Fh.D., or
other Dr . Degree or Masters .
Parents who had c0111pleted tour years of college .
Parents who had completed High School and had
a ttended some colle ge courses.
Parents who had completed High School.
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Collection or Data
'nle first step 1n the collsction of data was to explain the purpae e
or the study and gain the cooperation or the parents .
A letter was sent to thirty- five parents on the nursery school
waiting list explaining the study and inviting them to a meeting to
be held at Weber Junior

ot interest shown

Collego~ .

Twenty-two parents came.

Because

by these parents in coming to this meeting, it was

assumed the motivation makes tor similarity between the control and
experimental groupe.
The investigator met with the experimental group at their tiret
nursery school orientation meeting.
Although the parent attitude scala, used t o gather the data , was
self-explanatory and could have been filled out individuall7 at home,
it was decided that group procedure offered several advantages, such
&SI

1.

S.t an stmoephere conducive to better cooperation.

2.

Gave the researcher an opportunity to explain the importance or
their contribution to the study.

3.

Reassure them or complete anonymity.

4.

Assure spontaneous reeponses in a minimum or time 1 rather than
ponder over itame and responses individually at home .
!'.others of each group were adminiatered the parent attitude scale

at the beginning or the fall quarter, in September, and again at the
completion of the course in January.
The questionnaire was taken home by the mothers or both groups eo
that the fathers could complete it .
train from discussing it, or their

The mothers were requested to reO'W!l

reactions to it, until the
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tathere had completed the questionnaire.

The mothere were deeJ)l7 in-

tereated in comparing the !ather's answers with their own.
The control group or fathers mailed the canpleted questionnaire
Those ot the

to the investigator.

exper~ntal

group were brought

back to the investigator b7 the mothere as they brought their children
to the nurseey ecbool.
The completed questionnaire• were carefully tiled under the reapective grouping.
Parent Education Progr&ID tor l'.:xperilllental
Group
The parent education program tor the experilllental group consisted

ot two experiences 1
1.

Participation in the nuraeey school tor thirteen weeks, one twohour period each week under the auperviaion or a trained nurseey
echool teacher.

Th..r assisted in the guidance or the children

during the play period, stoey, and music experiences.
2.

Participation in a
tigator.

stu~

discueeion group conducted by the inveiS-

The study group was a aeries

ot ten weeks, one evening

per week tor a two-hour period.
The basic course in Parenthood in a Free Nation (3) was the sttny
material used in the study discussion group.

Thie aeriee ot study pro-

grams known as Parenthood in a Free Nation, was developed in 1952 at
the Uninreity ot Chic&&Q, and financed by a grant tram the Fund tor
Adult Education, which wae established by the Ford Foundation.
The Parenthood in a Free Nation program has the following dietinctive reatureu
1.

Ite ayat-tic approach 1a designed to help parents acquire knowledge and underet&Ming or children •s neede at varioue stages ot
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dnelo):Gient, and to better understand

the~~~eelvea

2.

Breadth of each topic.

3.

Printed mater1ala in a convenient booklet form .

4.

Use of atudy-diacuaaion methode.

5.

Use of unique organi&ation of sub-groupe.

6.

Use of various techniques in presenting topics.

as para1te .

The eeriee of diacuiiSiona -re aa tollo-1

1.

Two lllllletings were held to discuss the nuraeey achool progr11111
(the purposes, goals, and t.echniquea of working with children)
and to acquaint the parents with their reaponaibillties.

These

tvo meetings were under the direction ot the nurseey achool
teacher.
2.

Eight meetings were devoted to the following discuasionss
a.

Feelings of aecurit;r and adequacy.

b.

Understanding salt and others.

c.

Democratic values and goale.

d.

Proble111 solving attitudes and methode.

e.

Sell-discipline responeibllit;r and freedom.

f.

Constructive attitudes toward change.

The attendance of the mothers was excellent with veey few being
absent during the ten weeks.

Ten fathers attended during ths series,

tour attending the entire series.
At no time during the stud;r discuesion group or informall;r with
the group members wae the parent attitude scale mentioned or an;y part
of it diacuesed.

From this it aee1111 reasonable to infer that tho ex-

perimental subjects were probabl;r unaware that the parent attitude
scale was being administered in connection with the group discussion
meetings.

PRESEh~ATION

AND DI SCUSSION OF FI NDINGS

Introduction
Findings lend support to the hypotheses o! the study,

The !irst

hypothesis 1 that experience in a cooperative nurser,y school program
will produce moditicatione in attitudes tow.rd child behavior o! parents who participated in the cooperative nursery school progri!IDI,
second hypothesis:

that fathers would

modit.r

The

their attitudes toward

chUd behavior because of the innuence of IIIOthera who participated in
the cooperative nursery school program,

The third hypothesis:

there

are differences between attitudes or fathers and mothers toward child
guidance,

The fourth hypothesis:

that not all aspects or the parents•

attitudes toward child behavior will be innuenced in the s11111e way,
The findings of all hypotheses are not uniform, but onr all suggest the kind of parent education program contained in a cooperative
nursery school results in modification of attitudes of parents participating in the program.

There are significant differences betlAien

fathers and mothers in their attitudes toward child behavior.
The Firat H;rpothesis
The first hypothesis of the study Willi that experience in a coop-

erative nursery school program would produce modifications in attitudes
to-rd chUd behavior of parents who participated in the program.
Changes in attitudes were tested in the areas of (a) dependency, (b)
child aggression tOllard other children, (c) child aggression tow.rd

parents, and (d) relationship with other children.
Attitudes Toward Dependenc:r
Experimental .£2!!E,.-The findings lend strong support. to this
hJpotheeia.

Table 3 presents the findings concerning changes or at-

titudes or the mothers in the experimental group regarding dependency
behavior.
Tt.BLE

3. Experimental group mothers' attitudes regarding dependency

Middle

High

l st Rating

30

26

64

2 nd Rating

ll

15

94

x2

• 17

P. • .01

The mothers who participated in the cooperative nursery achool
program moditied their attitudes toward dependency during the time
they were participating in the experimental program.

The change in

attitude is in the direotion or their becoming more permbaive
dependent behavior.

tcn~&rd

This finding is signiticant at the .01 per cent

level .
Control group. -'nle findinge or the control group or mothers conceming attitudes toward dependency over the period or time covered by
the study are presented in Table 4.

'nle changes in attitude over this

period or timAJ ill such that we cannot rule out the element or change
as a basis tor distribution.

The probability or chance accounting tor

such a distribution is at 30 per cent level and is not statistically
aigniticant .
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TABlE 4.

Control group

attitudes toward dependency

mother~~ I

Middle

High

1 at Rating

26

25

69

2 nd Rating

17

29

74

.;. - 2.37

p -

.30

SUI!ID&ry.-The findings ot both Experimental and Control groupe
lend support to the hypothnie that experience in a cooperative

nur~~er:r

school program would produce modification in attitudes toward child
behavior ot parents who participated in the program.

Those parents

who participated modified their attitudes toward more permissive behavior regarding dependenc:y while thoae who did not participate had
essentiall:r the same attitudes at the conclusion ot the study as the;r
had at the beginning.
Attitudes Regardintt Child Aggression Tow.rd
ot.her Children
Experimental .£S!!m.· -Th• tindinge concerning change in attitude

ot the mothei'II in the experimental group, regarding behavior or aggression toward other children are presented in Table 5.
TABLE 5.

Experilllental group mother~~ 1 attitudes regarding child aggreaaion toward other children

Low

Middle

1 at Rating

19

7

54

2 nd Rating

1

5

74

.;. - 15. 62

p -

.001

.36
Tho mothers who participated in the cooperative nursery school
progrllllt modiried their attitudes regarding child aggreeeion toward
other chUdren in the direction or becoming more pemnive toward
aggressive behavior.

The findings are signit'icant at the .<X>l per

cent level .
~

&::2.!!2·-The finctinge of' the control group ot mothers con-

cerning attitudes toward aggressive behavior toward other children are
presented in Table
TABLE

6.

6.

Control group mothers' attitudes regarding child aggression
toward other chUdren

Low

lliddle

High

1 at Rating

10

8

62

2nd Rating

6

7

67

7?- - 1.29

p - . 50

The change in attitude over the period ot time or this study ie
such that we cannot rule out the •1-nt ot chance aa a bailie !or dietribution.

The probability or chance accounting tor such a distribu-

tion is at the 50 per cent level and ia not statistically significant .
Swmnary. -The !indinga of both Experilllental and Control groupe
lend aupport to the h;ypotheeis that experience ina cooperative nursery
school

progr~

behavior.

would produce modification tn attitudes toward child

Thoee parents who participated modified their attitudes re-

gardiJ18 child aggression toward other children toward more pemisllive
behavior, while those who did not participate had esaential.l7 the same
attitudes at the conclusion ot the study as they had at the beginning.
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Attitudtls Regarding Aggression Toll!lrd
~

Experimental

~.-The

findings concerning change 1n attitudea

of 1110there 1n the exper1mental group regarding behavior related to
child aggression toward parents, are presented in Table 7.
TABLE 7.

r~erimentaJ.

group mothers' attitudes regarding child ag-

greeeion toward parents

I.ov

lliddle

1 et Rating

18

30

32

2nd Rating

10

18

52

x2

- 10. 09

P - . 01

The mot.hers who participated in the cooperative nureeey IIChool
program moditied their attitude• regarding child aggreeaion toward
parents in the direction of becOIIIing more permiseive tovalll. aggressive
behavior in relation to parents.

The findings are significant at the

one per cent level.
~

£2!!E.·- The findings of the control group of mothers con-

cerning attitudes toward child aggression toward parents are presented
in Table 8 .
The change in attitude over the period of time of this atudy ie
such that we cannot rule out the element of chance aa a baeia for dietribution.

The probability of chance accounting for auch a distribu-

tion is at the 80 per cant level and ie not statistically significant .

JS
TABLE 8.

Control group

t:~ot.hers 1

attitudes regarding child aggresaion
toward parents

}Iiddle

High

1 st Rating

9

30

41

2 nd Rating

11

30

39

r?-- so

P

- .ao

SUmar;y.-The findings ot both the :xperilllental and Control
groupe lend !SUpport to the

t~Tpothast.

that experience in a cooperative

IIUrsery School program would produce mod11'ication in attitude• toward
child behavior.

Those parents who participated modified their atti-

tudes regarding child aggression toward parents towarcl more permieBive behavior while those who did not participate had essentially the
same attitudes at the conclusion ot the study as they had at the begi.nning.

Attitudes lleg:~rcling Relationship with
Ot.her Children

;;;xper1-m.a1

~.-The

!indings concerning change 1n attitudee

ot mothers in the e:xperiln.ental group regarding behavior relating to
relationships with other children are presented in Table 9.
The mothers who participated 1n the cooperative nursery school
program modified their attitudes regarding relationships with other
children 1n the direction o! beoondng more permissive.
are aigniticant at . 001 per cent level.

The tindinga
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TABLE 9.

Experimental group mothere• attitudes toward relationships
with other children

Middle

High

1 st Rating

23

46

51

2 nd Rating

3

33

84

x2 • 18. 4

p -

. 001

Control .£2!!J2. -The findings of the control group of mothere attitudes toward relationships with other children are preecnted in
Table 10.
TABLE 10.

Control group mothers 1 attitudes toward relationehipe with
other children

Low

!Iiddle

High

1 st Hating

7

46

67

2nd Rating

6

44

70

p -

.so

The ch&nge 1n attitudes over the period of time of this study 1e
such that we cannot rule out the element of chance ae a bailie for dietribution.

The probability or chance accounting for such a distribu-

tion at the 80 per cent level ie not statistically significant .
Sunlmarz. -The findinge of both the Experimental and Control
groups lend support to the hypotheeis that experience in a cooperative
nursery school program would produce moditicatione in attitude s tow.rd
child behavior.

Thoee parents who participated modified thei r att i t udes
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toward relationships with other

chlld~

toward 100re pen:d.ssive behav-

ior, lfhile those vho did not participate had essentially the same attitudes at the conclusion of the studT as they had at the beginning.
Tho Second Hypothesis
~'athere

would modify attitudes toward chlld behavior because of

innuence of the mothers vho participated in the cooperative nureery
school program.
The findings lend eome support to this hypothesis.

(See Tabh ll

and Appendix II)

TABlE 11.

Experimental and control group fathers 1 attitudes toward
specific behavior

Experimental

Control

x_2

p

x2

Dependency

l . Ol

.so

Child Aggression
Toward other Child~

4.86 . 05-.10

Chlld Aggression
Toward Parente

9. 61

. 01

Relationships with Chlldren

1.50

. 20

p

1.46 . 50
2.34 . 30
2.34

.so

. 85 . 70

These findings show less change in attitudes of fathers than
mothers but more change than the control group of fathen.

The find-

ings ehow fathers in the experimental group changed in attitude in one

area, that of chlld aggression toward parents in the direction of their
becoming more pennissive toward aggressive behavior.
significant at the . Ol per cent level .

This finding is
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The t.lndings in the area of child ag&ression toward other child"n is not significant at the . 05 per cent level , but does approximate
this and an interpretation that the differences are due to chance docs
not appear to be justified.

Tl"e other two areas are not

statistical~

significant.
The findings show that fathers in the control group in the area of
child aggression toward parents o.ro such that the el-nt of chance
cannot be ruled out.

The probability of chance accounting for such a

distribution is at the 50 per cent level and is not atatietically significant.
~. -The

control group fathers are consistent in that the7

show no change in attitudes in the four areas vhile the experimental
fAthers show wide range in changes of attitudes toward various aspects of behavior.

Significant change in the area of child aggression

towarn parents h noted with fathers becoming more permissive towards
aggressive behavior.
The Third tl.ypothesis

There are differences between the attitudes of fathers and mothers
toward child guidance.

This particular phase of the atl.ld7 does not

consider the influence of a parent education program.

The first rating

on the parent attitude scale of fathers and mothers was used in canparin~

these attit udes .

The ratinw,awere taken at the beginning of the

atucy.
The findings lend support to this hypothesis .

The stud;r sh01111

there are significant differences between fathers and mothers in their
attitudes toward child guidance.

(See Tables 12 and ll)
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TABLE 12.

!'. others• and fathers' attitudes toward behavior1 dependenc7
and child aggrenion toward children

Chlld Aggression
Toward Children

Dependency
Low

J.l.iddle

let Rating
Mothers

56

51

let Rating
Fathers

52

67

x2 ~ 2. 87
TABLE 13 .

p

High

w

Low

Middle

High

133

29

15

116

121

44

16

100

. 20-.30

x2 - 4. 59

p-

.10-. 05

l1others 1 and fathers • attitudes toward behavior; child aggression to~rd parents and relationships with other childran

Child Aggresaion
Toward Flt.rsnts

Jelationehips with
Other Children

Low

Middle

High

Low

Hiddle

High

let Rating
!'. others

27

60

73

30

94

118

lat Rating
Fathers

61

57

42

20

116

106

x2 • 22 . 39 P • . 001

x2 - 4.94 P - . 10-. 05

The mothers tend to be more penniaeive in their attitudes regarding child behavior.
punitive attitude.

Jo'a thers tend to be more harsh with a more

thie was atatisticall7 significant in the a rea or

child aggression toward parents .
.001 per cent level.
lllissive as mothers.

This finding was significant at the

In the area of dependenc7 fathers were as perIn the areas ot child aggression toward children

and relationships with other children the findings are not significant
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at the . 05 level; however, they do approximate this and an interpretation that the differences are due to chance does not appear to be
justified.

!l.ore intensive study should be made to det.ennine i f change

ia due to chance or not .
SUmmarz. --The fact that the mothers' attitude score was significantly, if only slightly higher, than the fathers ' attitude

~core ,

nrl.ght not be unreasonable to expect in the light of the traditional
cultural conditioning which women receive concerning their attitudes
toward child rearing.

These mothers also have had to live in a

closer relationship to their children and perhaps in the process or
their everyday interaction with their children have become more underetanding and pennissive in their attitudes.

In fillin

out the parent

a.tt.it•1de scale fathers made the co11111ent to the effect tho.t they were
not with their children enough to adequately answer !lOMe of the jUestions regarding behavior.

Iha. f2.lll:tJl Hypothesis
Not all aspects or the parents• attitudes toward their child's
behavior will be influenced in the same wn:y.

The findin s lend SUP-

port to this hypothesis.
~ ~. --No

significant change took place in the attitudes

or parents in the control group.

This is to be e.xpected since no in-

fluence appears to have been in operation to promote change in attitudes during the relatively brief span of time concerned b:y the stud,y.
Parente attitudes tend to remain coneistont unless codified by new
insight, new understanding and experience.
F.xperimental

~.-Change

mothers and fathers .

did occur in the attitudes or both

The mothers changed more than the fathers .

(See
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Tables 12 and 1.).)

I:Others changed in their attitudes regarding child

aggression toward other children and relationships with other children
more than in their attitudes toward dependency and child aggression toward parents .

All were, however, statilltically significant.

In those areas of child behavior relating specifically to the nursery school program, child

a~ression

toward other children ar:d rela-

tionships with children, mothers seemed to change in attitudes toward
pennisllive behavior to a greater degree .

{'ee Appendix I.)

To the

qu8Btion "when 1IfY child shows ott when others in his play grouo are
behavin~

well" - the second rating showed all mothers having a high

rating and a permissive attitude.
,.uestions concemL'lg some phases of the home showed little change
in attitude.

The first rating showed a permissive attitude.

To the

question "when 'lilY child makes a fuss when I get ready to go out," the
first rating showed a permissive attitude for all mothers except one;
the second rating showed a permissive attitude for all mothers .
SWIIII&r;y. -Not all aspects of the parents 1 attitudes tow.rd their
child 1 e behavior were influenced in the san:e Wily.

There was no sign-

ificant change in the attitudes of the control group mothers and
fathers .

The experimental group fathers changed in their attitudes

toward child aggression toward parents.

!'he exnerimental groun mothers

changed in their attitudes in the areas relating specifically to the
nursery school program.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUIIIIDar;y

Parent education may be defined as an activity which uses educational techniques to inf.luence parental role performances,

Parent

Fducation can be justified only on the grounds that it will leave
some beneficial effects on the behavior and belief of an individual
striving to fUlfill hie role as a parent ,

Parent education can be

viewed as an attempt to constructively innuence and change tho role
of the parent .
Parent education over the past two decades has urged the parent
to greater leniency and a moro permissive attitude toward crdld behavior.

Therefore,

tmy

shifts in actual parent practice toward more

permiaaive behavior can be interpreted aa the effect, in part , or these
parent education progr&llle ,

Parent education arose not only in re-

sponse to the needs or the parent, but to the growing belief on the
part or maey persona that there existed better ways or rearing children than those prescribed by tradition ,

Thie belief was nurtured by

the great 8JIIOunt of research on child development.
The hypotheses or thia study were as follows:

(a) That experi-

ence in a cooperative nursery school program would produce modification in attitudes toward child behavior or parents who participated in
the program, (b) That fathers wuld mod1.ty their attitudes toward child
behavior because of innuence of mothers who participated in the coopel"at1ve nursery school program, (c) There are differences between
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attitudea of fathers and mothers toward child guidance, and (d) That
not all aspects of the parents • attitudes toward child bohhvior will
be influenced in tho same way.
~

peront attitude scale of twenty

measure four areas of behavior.
child
n

ag~rossion

~ues~ions

ihose areas wore (a) dependency, (b)

toward children, (c) child ag'lression toward paronts ,

(d) relationships ~lith oth r children.

>iddle u.nd low.

was constructed to

ti i~h

ratinqs wo

The scale was rated high ,

'liven to the responses

sho;dn ·~

an

unde standing knowledge of the cause of beru vior, a ooaitivc attitude
to

rd it , an

so::.e insight into tho f oelinga of the child,

,J.ddle

rntin,::s " ero g i ven where tho responses sh01-red some understanding, some
indifference but l i ttle reaction .
a tt itudes, complete lack of
tive approac h.

Low ratings wore given for negative

understandin~

of tho behavior, and a puni-

The scal e was pretested with a

~p

of

ei~~;ht

parents

with pre-school children .
" control and ex.:>erimental ;o:roup were used in this study.

'<hese

groups were made up of parents who were mot ivated by the san:e interent,
that

f

knowin~

how to bccocte mortt effective parents and a deaire for

the ir children to participate in the nursery school .

The control group

were parents whose children ' s names were on tho waiting list of the
nursory s chool .

he experimental group wore paronts who wore enrolled

in the parent education prol'ram and whose children
nurs~ry

s c hool .

fathers in both

:'here were

arty parents ,

t>~enty

W~Bre

enrolled i n the

oothers and twonty

~ups .

rhe educational exoerie nco for the
consisted of t wo experiences .

experi~ntal ~roun

he f irot pa rticipation

n a

of mothero
t cn->~ e k

study discussion grou o using the series , "rllrcnthood i n a Free •<ation. "
This discussion group was conducted by the investigator.

~oms

of the
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fathers attended the discussion group.

The second experience was par-

ticipation in the nursery school for a period of thirteen weeks under
the supervision of a trained nursery school teacher.
The parent attitude questionnaire wa administered to the control
and experimental groups at the beginning and again at the end of the

parent education program.
to tho mothers in a group.

The parent attitude questionnaire was given
The questionnaire was taken hOIDII by the

mothers or both groups for the fathers to complete.
The findings of this study indicate that participation in a cooperative m1rsery school program can modi.ty the attitudes of parents
toward child guidance, and can modify the attitudes or fathers, as a
result or influence or mothore participating in the program.

The

findings also indicate that there are di!ferencee between the attitudes of fathers and mothers toward child behavior and that not all
aspects or the parents attitudee toward child behavior were innuenced
in the same way.
fbthers who participated in the parent education program modified
their attitudes toward more pennissivo behavior, toward undsrstanding 1
and insight into the feelings of the child .
were in the areas orr

These attitude changes

(a) dependency, which was statistically signif-

icant at the . 01 levelJ (b) child aggression toward children, which
was statistically significant at the .001 per cent levelJ (c) child
aggression toward parents, which was statistically significant at the
. 01 per cent levelJ and (d) relationships toward other children, which
was statistically significant at the . 001 per cent level .
The control group who did not participate had essentially the same
attitudes at the conclusion of the study as they had at the beginning
and findings were not statistically significant.
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Fathers modified their attitudes but to a lesser extent than
mothers .

The attitudes or the fathers in the experimental group were

modified toW!I.rd more pe:rl!liseive behavior in one are11--that of child
a~seion

toward parents, which wns statistically significant at the

. 01 per cent level .
of attitudes.

The three other areas showed wide ranae in change

The contrnl group of fathers was consistent in that

they showed no change in attitudes in all four areae .
The influence of the parent ftducation program was not considered
in this phase of the study of difference between mothers' ani fathers '
attitudes toward child guidance.

The first rating or the control and

experimental groups or mot.here and fathers was used .
Dthere tend to be rnore pa:rl!liesive in their attitudes regarding
child behavior in all areas except dependency where fathers were as
pe:rl!liseive as mothers .

There were statistically significant differ-

ences in the area of child aggression toward parents .
significance at the . 001 per cent level.

'lbere was a

Tho mothers were more par-

cissive, the fathers more hareh with a more punitive attitude .

The

areas of child aggression toward children and relationships with other
children were not significant at the .05 per cent level; however, th57
do approximate this and an interpretation that the differencee are
due to chance does not appear to be justified.
Not all aspects of the parents' e.ttitudes towards their child 1 s
behavior were influenced in the same way.

No significant change took

place in the attitudes of parents in the control group.

Change did

occur in the attitudes of both lllDthers and fathers in th& eJCPerimental
group.

11others changed more than fathers .

!-:others changed in their

attitudes rtgarding child aggr· ssion toward other children and relationehips with other children more than in their attitudes toward depen-
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dency and child aggression toward parents.

All were, however, stat-

istically significant .
Fathers changed their attitudes but not all equally in terms of
the various categories .

Change was significant only in their attitudes

regarding child aggression toward parents .
Conclusions
1.

Parente who participate in a cooperative parent education program
such as that operated at Weber College appear to modify their attitudes towsrd more permissive behavior, toward understanding and
insight into the feelings of the child .

2.

The degree of

chan!!~~

in parents' attitudes appears to be directly

related to the degree of their involvement in the cooperative nursery school program.
3.

!~there

tend to be more permissive in their attitudes regarding

child behavior in most areas .

Fathers' attitudes are

tive except in the area of dependency.

In

~~re

puni-

this one area fathers

are as permissive as 1110thers.
4.

Not all aspects of the parents 1 attitudes toward child behavior are
influenced in the same way.

1-Dthers change more than fathers .

Mothers change in thsir attitudes

re~arding

child aggression to-

ward other children and relationships with other children more
than in their attitudes toward dependency and child aggroesion t oward l)arenta .
~11

areas .

Fathers change their attitudee but not equally in

Change is

ai~ni ficant

child a greesion toward parents .

in their attitudes regarding
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Suggestions

~ ~

Research

The issue ot bow etrective ill parent education in changing parents and children is a subject tor turther reaea rch, and , at the present tinle, there are many aspects to be resolved.
The ultimate criterion or e!tectiveneas or a program or parent
education would be improved parent-child relationships.

As a result

of change in parent attitudes the ohUd s behavior and attitudes are
1

&ltered in some measurable way .

Further research is needed to deter-

mine the effect upon child behavior as a result of the parents attitudes after participating in a cooperative nurseey school program.
It is highly desirable that tuture studies make a comparison between different broad techniques in regards to their effects.

This

study was composed or two experiences in the education program, that
or the study discussion group and the actual participations in the nursoey school itself.

Further research, could det ermine;

(a) i t change

in attitudes is due to tho experience in the discusaion grouP; (b) it
change in attitude is due to eJIPerience or participating in the nurseey
school .
The sample of this study was small and limited to one setting.
Further research is needed using many more parents and a variety of
settings.
The Heber College Nurseey School operated five days a week with
parents participating one day a week.
the need ot a five da.y wok program.

Further research might question
Could the cooperative nurseey

school operate with two groups each meeting two da.ys a W'!ek.
would serve man;y more parents as well as more chUdren.

This

The etreot

upon the chUdren or a two d87 a week program would need to be considered .
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Further research ia needed regarding the a tudy discussion groupJ
ae to what techniques, types or discussions, whether structured or unstructured, and what types of materials are moat effective in helping
psrente gain a better understanding ot child behavior, eel! acceptance
and the aatiatactione of family lite ,
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A?Pf NDIX I
STUUY OF PARENT ATTITUDES
We are trying to learn about parent-child relationships. To do
thia we need the cooperation or many parenta . You can help u3 A great
deal by filling out the following questionnaire as frankly and as caretully as possible . Sincere and !rank anawers are requested so that
valid data can be secured . ?lease do not put book an!I'Wers; we want to
find out how you really feel and what you really do.
You vill note the questionnaire does not call for ~ ma~k of
identification. Thus, your answers as well as the many others will be
absolutely anonymous. We are not interested in individual an3were but
in how groups of parents respond to these statements; therefore, all
or the responses vill be trented confidentially and vill be used !or
purpose or scientific research.
?leaee answer !!!. questions . If you cannot give the exact answer
to a question, answer the best you can. Circle En! answer !or each
question listed, giving exactly whnt you would do in each case .
Melba J. Lehner
Weber College
GENFRAL INfORMATION

1.

Sax1

Mala _ _Female

Y.arriage _ _ 4 .

5.

~rried

2.

Year of birth

more than once.

11 . Year ot

Yea _ _No _ _•

I! married more than once wee previous marriage ended because o!r

_ _death _ _divorce _ _other (please !!!tate)-------

6. Draw a circle around the number or years of schooling you have
c0111pl at ed .

7.

8.

123456789

1234

1234

1234

Grade School

High School

College

Post Graduate

Religious a!!ili.ation:
Protestant
Catholic

Jewish
None
other
__________________
,

Husband's occupation (Be specific such as Daiey Parmer, Drug store
Clerk, College Professor, Automobile Mechanic, etc . ) - - - - - -
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9.
10,

I.

..:ire 'a occupation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -'
Ages of children (to nearest birthday): Agee of boys : _ J _ _l
_ _ , _ , _ _• /\pes of P,i rls : _ _ ;__; _ _ ;___; _ _•
child cries when I try to l eave him at nursery school,
. unday school or some other group, I:

' non~

A,
B,

Feel he is too little to l ~ave me,
iss him goodbye and tell him I 'll be back later for him.
Tell him to be a big boy like the other children ,
Plan to stay until he no longer feels he needs me .
~it quietly in tho background where he can see me and leave
quietly when he is happily busy .
~tay right there and hold him in~ lap,
!ll!l ashal:led of him.

c.
n.
F.
r;.
II.

','hen I am going about
fol ows me about, I:

c.
J,
L,

F.
G.
H.

1,

nen

~

~unday

A.

D.

c.

n.
F.

c.
H.
I.

dally work and my child han

a

on

r.~e

and

Ignore it and go on with my work.
Tell hir.J to go play somewhere else.
Fix a place near me where be can play and assure him now and
again thnt I am close by.
feel eo irritated that I could scream.
n •t know >mat to do and it wor ries me .
Let him work along with me .
Jhut him in another r oom.
feel he needs companionship and talk with him while I work .
I stop doing what I am doing, give hD some attention and get
him interested in something,

A.
B.

III,

~

child becomes very fond of his nursery school teacher,
s chool teacher, a friend or neighbor, I :

f'eel l eft out .
Ask hL~ every night i f he loves mother the most .
Am. glad because it mean:s he is becoming l ess dependent on me a lone .
Am worried.
Ignore it .
~how him how much I admire the teacher and neighbor too .
Am afraid he doe on 't love me as he did ,
Try to make him jealous b.• pret ending I love someone else ,
Pleases me to s ee he is i nterested in someone else,

N ,

hen

P.

G,

help, I:

hen my child does thinp,a without permission which I have cautioned
him not to do , 11

A,

Threaten him with spankin~ if he does it aP,ain .
,·eel frustrated and don •t know what to do .
Give hie as many opportunities as I can to n:ake decioions.
Tell him I won't love him if he doesn't obey me.
Give him as much freedom as is suitable .
r'eel an~ry with him .
leases me to see that as he rows he needs me less .
-,pank him.

B.

C,
'•
f.
G.
B.

:hen ey child cries and makes a fuss when I get ready to

c.
r.
>,,

,,f,,.
'hen
A,
~.

c.
r•

f.
G,

I'O

out , I:

Tell him i f he isn't a ROOd boy I mi~>;ht not cone back,
Kiss him lovin~ly and say goodni ~ht ,
. nank him and nut him to bed ,
, rrange to have som one stay with him whom he enjoys ,
ait until he is aeleeo and slip out .
Tell him I Ill!! P,OinP e nd that l will be back soon,
I ignore the crrin and just leave ,

u.

1.

ley

esnecially if l am in a hurry .
!elo him by let in-; hi:n do as rruch as he can for '11 self.
o it ecyway .
Give up and out him in his room until he's willinp to cooperate.
Try to relax and ~ iva him more time.
Tell him he knoWll he can 1 t do it .
~;lap him .

',
C,
'•

11 .

child refused

~ an~ry

A.

V.

ley

child is quarrelsome in his

nla~

with othor ch )dren, 1 1

T ll him to be nice to the other child ,
i'ell him he is a bad boy .
ry to find out what is the metter before l do ar~hin~ .
''eel angry and sNmk him .
Take him away and tell him he has to play by hiMself ,
It it ls possible , I wait to see if the children can settle
it themselves .
iend him to his room .
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VIII,

hen oy child hits another child in his play r;rouo and hits him
h11rd, I:

'"
D.
C,
~,

!',

'{,
I ,

~en my child shows off when others in his play group are behavin't well , I:

B,

.

,..
"H,'
A,

Take hi.-:~ away and tell hill. he cannot lay any more,
If no one is bein~ seriously hurt, I wait to see if the children can settle it ,
Tell the other child to hit him back,
Hit him so that he will know how it feels .
,uietly stop him and tell him it hurt s the othar child ,
Tell him he is a bad boy .
Interest them both in a~•ethin~ else,
:'ell him I will toll his !ather,

Tell hirr to ait down and do 'lS the other children ere doin.• ,
ro not notice what he is doin~ if he is not distractinP, the
other children ,
1ell him not to act silly,
Give him sor.ethin~ else to do that interests him •
. ·eel embarrassed,
Take him out of the roo•'l,
If it is possible I P,ive him a little extra attention .
1\1!1 ashamed of him ,

.hen we have guests in the hon~ with children about thesame a e
and :ny child takes toys awa~1 fron other children with whorl he is
~layin~,

"'

.u

,,

Jive the toy he has taken ria:ht back,
Tell him he must play nicelJ or he can 1 t t)la.y anymore •
•ait to see i t tho children can work it out thenselves ,
Am afraid he will grow up to be selfish ,
ake him give the toy back,
Give him another t oy that serves the purpose as well and help
him ~ive back the one he took.
Tell his father he has been a bad boy ,

1! ,

A:n

n,

n.
F,

er.~barrassed ,
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hen IllY c hild says anv,ry t<nd h4teful thin"s to '!le , I:

AI ,

'•

I,

'ell him he is a bad boy ,
i'ell hirr. , I know now he feels but that "'e still have to do it .
, ell him, I won 1 t love hiJ.t aeyuore i f he talks like that .
·en him his father will e lank hi~ for savin" ouch thin ;s to
his mother ,
'lca~:~es me th<.t he feels frCce to exorc~s hirrtself .
Threaten to wash out his outh with soap.
!'ell hir. to go t o hio room until he is rcL.dy to apolo11ize .
!Jisregard whut ho h1..s said and -.uietly go on .dth >hat wa are
Qoin,;; .

l ,

&,

f.

,,
r] ,

~e ,

hen IllY child hito or kic ko

I:

nit him back , eo he will know how it feels to hurt someone ,
Leave the room until he hAs 4uiet cd down artd then go bacK to
see if he ie I"f'ady to coooorate ,
han~ on to him until he ~its stru,~inv, , then tell hiM he
has been bad and cannot have any dessert for supper ,
iive in; it ' s easier than to stand his temp<~r .
r innly and ~uietly pick him up and nut him on his bed until
he has '<uicted down .
.)pank hi.'!! ,
I feel ashaned of him.

hen my child kicks ,

sc rewr~ ,

and throws thinKs, I:

'eel friahtened and don t know what to do ,
iive in and o what he .mnts,
end hit!: to hia room ,
. nank him hard ,
,ry to find out wh he acts like this ,
..sk his father to "'mish him.
ay no attention to h:l •
,·eel l dislike h - .
~el he needo to exnrese his feelin~s ss a release for
1

L,

.

t'.

H,

V.

hi~ .

hen my child has a day when he breaks to pieces almost everythin" he handles, I:
A,

U.

F',

,,

Take his toys away and tell him he can have them back wh~n he
is read:r to be c arei'ul ,
iive him old thin~e to play with trAt he can oull to ieces
and break ,
on 't let him in the Mrt of the house where IllY nice thinl!s are •
.pank his hands ,
';ive him sturdy toys thnt "1111 not break no matter how hard
he uses them,
,·en him he'e a bad destructive child ,
t'Ut my own breakable thin11s away duri~ the time he is v,rowim;
throuP,h t. is neriod ,
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.v.

nen my child can't ride his tricycle or cl iob l5ke t he oth r
cdldren do, : :
.\ ,
B.
r,
I,
L,
F,

r..
ll,

.v 1,

hen my child refuses t o do what the others in the
doinP', .1.:

..

B.

"•

<VI I .

~rouo

r.
•J •

are

Tell hin i f he iso ' t P,OOd he can •t pla,y with the oth r children ,
.ell hirn to sit on a chair in the comer until he is r eady to
do as the others ,
r'ind our what he want:~ to do ,
•on 1t pa,y any a ttention to him ,
moiet that he does it .
t ell him he is a bad boy ,
Let hir: take hie own time ,

•hen 11\Y child is with a "'roup of children and insists on
by himself> I:
h.

~ V 1 1J .

leU hio not to be a haby .
L'n derstand that children develop at different rates ,
.onder why my child hao to be like that .
. eel ash ed of him , nd l wish he could do as ,,:ell ,
fJ isregard i t and allow him t o do tho thin o;s he can ,
onder if he is bri~ht ,
Ur~e hir to ' 0 ahead for he can do it .
Know that it doeen 1t matter i f he doesn' t do ever -thin ~{ the
othc•r c hildren do ,

nlayin~

Tsll hitJ he must play with the otht> r c hildren .
on ' t nay any attention to hL and allow him to take his own
titoe ,
sk him why he won 1t nlsy with the othe r c hild ron .
hepard it as evidence of his individuality.
1ake a•<~ay the thin<T:l he likes to nlay with alone ,
Understand that it ta'<<>s childr en tine to 1 rn to lav >~ith
others ,
•ell him, ' P'l.lese he ' s a biP bahv a nd f-ted better stav horne
with mother,

dhen my chilli ~oee !'rom one thinrr to another and can 't s e e" to
settle on any one kind of nlay 1 I :

A.
B.
C,
r· .
•; ,
H.

Tel l him to sit in a ch ir until he can make up his mind .
Ur~ him to settle down and play with his toys for A while ,
'eel nervous about it and irrit ated ,
,.,alize that his att ention soA.n is v ery short at this A"e ,
·.akee r.te wish he were interested in some a ctivit y.
'- rranP'e a variety of thin-s to kee<' h:ir.J interested .
·rell hi!~ i f he c'ln ' t b" ,ood, I'll "ivc hiM away ,
, do not reel concerned nd
y no attention to it .
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XIX.

If my child has an :!magiMry playmate, who is nry r eal to him,
II

A.
B.

c.
n.

E.
F.
G.
XX.

Talk with him and point out that he knovs there ill no such
person.
Do not feel concerned and pay no attention to it.
Fear ho will grov up to be a liar.
Arrange to have him have acme r eal life playmates.
Tell him it ill silly .
Feel a bit frightened about it.
Punish him for telling a tale.

.en my child misbehaves in front or special gueete, I:
A.
D.

c.

D.
G.

f eel ashamed of him.
.iend him to his room.
Do not feel concerned and pay no attention to it .
Feel he needs to express his feelings.
/11!1 embarrassed .
Jive him sooo attention and ~et hie interested in something.
Feel he vante attentio.1.

A"PENDIX II

TABLE 14.

F'. xperimental group mothers 1 first and second rating of
~uestions on parent attitude scale

..U9stion
1
2

3

Low

!•Iiddle

High

7

10
14

1st Rating
2nd Rating

3

let Rating
2nd Rating

6
1

4

10

5

14

let Rating
2nd Rating

1

7

12
16

6

4
8

12
20

4

let Rating
2nd Rating

5

let fating
2nd Rating

19
10

1
10

6

1st Rating
2nd Rating

1

19
20

7

let Rating
2nd Rating

4

let Rating
2nd Rating

6
1

9

1st Rating
2nd Rating

7

10

let fating
2nd Rating

2

8

ll

2
1

14

2

12
16

3

19

13
20

3
1

15
19

let Rating
2nd Rating

12
13

7

let Rating
2nd Rating

4
4

6

9
10

let Rating
2nd Rating

6
1

ll
4

3
15

62
TADIY 14-Continued,

Low

l-liddle

High

let Rating
2nd Rating

6

4
4

10
11

let Rating
2nd Rating

12

8

12

16

let Rating
2nd Rating

2

10
3

8
17

17

let Rating
2nd Rating

2

11
5

7
15

18

let Rating
2nd Rating

7
5

13
15

19

lst Hating
2nd Rating

J

9

8

2

7

11

let Rating
2nd Rating

4
1

9

7
14

.-uestion

14
15

20

TABLE 15.

5

a

5

Control group fathers attitudeo regarding dependency and
child aggression toward other children

Child Aggression Toward other Children

Dependency
Low

l'. iddle

High

Low

Middle

P.if!h

let Rating

30

35

55

20

11

49

2nd Rating

31

27

62

16

7

57

x? -

1.46

P• . 50

x?-

2.34

P• .30

63
TADLE 16.

Control group fathers 1 a ttitudes regarding child aggression
toWllrd parents and relationships with other children

Child Aggression
Toward Parente

Relationships with
other Children

Low

Middle

High

1st Rating

25

35

20

6

62

52

2nd Rating

22

32

26

6

55

59

x2
TABLE 17.

- 1.12

P - . 50

Lov Middle

.;. - 85

p - .70

f.xper1mental group fathers' attitudes regarding dependenc7
and child aggression toward other children

Child Aggression Toward other Children

Dependenc7
Lov

Middle

High

Low

let Rating

22

32

66

24

2nd Rating

20

27

x2TABLE 18.

High

1. 01

73
p- . 50

Middle

13

x2-

High

5

51

5

62

4. 86

p - . 10

Experimental ~roup fathers' attitudes regarding child
aggression toward parents and relationships with other
children

Child Aggression
Toward Parente

Relationships with
other Children

Lov Middle

High

Low

~riddle

High

1st Rating

36

21

23

14

54

52

2nd Rating

18

25

37

3

64

53

9. 61

p- . 01

x2

x2 -

• 1. 50

p- . 20

APPENDIX III

~ptember

17, 1959

Dear Parente ;
During this fall quarter in our nursery school we are making a
study to determine the effectiveness of our school . We are asking
for the help o! parents enrolled in tho nursery school and those
narcnts who are on our waiting list .

Facta are needed in this study to determine some parent attitudes
toward chlld guidance and since you are tho people who are right in
the middle of the experience of rearing children we have turned to you
f or your cooperation.
This atudy will consist of a multiple choice u ostionnaire as
to what you do in a particular situation , It should be made out
individually by both parents and will take approxi.m&toly twenty minutes to cOillplete. The questionnaire does not call for any mark of
identification, thus your answers will be absolutely anonymous .
I wU1 arrange a Dteeting for the mothers which will be held
here ar the college! this will also give you an opportunity to see the
nursery school . I will write you as to the date and time, but I did
want you to know beforehand about our study.
Your contribution to our study will be of great assistance in
helping us bulld a more effective nursery school program ,
C.incorsly yours ,

I.JL1cl

V~lba J, Lehner, Head
Department of Family Lite
;eber Colleue

APPENDIX IV
1\EIGIITlNO OF' PAfilo.NT A TITUDE SCALr,
Dependency
I.

en my child cries when I try to leave him at nursery school,
Sunday school or aome other group, l t

3 Plan to etq until he no longer feels he needs me,
2
2
1
l
l
l
II.

" hen I am going about my daily work and my child
and follows me about , 11
3
3
3
2
2
1
l
l
l

III ,

Kiee him goodbye and tell him I'll be back tor him later,
!,it uietl.y in the baokgrcund where he can see me and leave
quietly when he is happily busy .
~eel ho is too little to leave me ,
Tell him to be a bi'! boy like the other children.
5~ right there an:! hold him in my lap.
A11l ashamed of him .
han<~;s

on me

Fix a place near me where he can play and assure him now and
again that I am closeby,
Feel he needs companionship and talk with him while I work .
I stop doing what I am doing, give him some attention and get
him interested in eomethin'!•
Ignore it and go on with my work,
Let him work along with me ,
Tell him to go play somewhere else ,
Peel irritated so that I could ecre8!'ll,
Don't know what to do and it worries me .
Shut him in another room,

, ~en my child becomes very fond of his nursery school teacher ,
.;unday school teacher, a friend or neighbor, It

3
3
2
l
1
l
l
l
l

Am glad uecause it means he is becomin~ less dependent on me
alone ,
""leases me to see he is interested in so:neone else,
Show him how much I admire the teacher and neighbor too ,
feel lett out,
t.sk him every night i t he loves mother the moet ,
A11l worried.
Ignore it .
Am afraid he doesn't love me as he did ,
Try to make him jealous by pretending I love scmeone else ,
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IV ,

"hen~

c hild

refused~

help , I1

3 help him by letting him do aa much as he can for himself ,
3 Try to relax and ive him more time ,

V,

2

.ive up and Ptlt him in his rooo until he 1 s willin

l
l
1
1

'.Ill angry especially i f 1 am in a hurry ,

to coo oerate,

l o it any way.
rell him, he knows he can ' t do it ,
.;lap him .

'•lhen my child does thin >s without permis s ion which I have cautioned him not to do, I1

3 vive him as cany opportunities as I can to make decisions .
3 r.ive him as much freedom as is suitable,
2
l
l
1
1

1

VI,

~eases me to see that as he ~ws he needs me less ,
Threaten him with spankin~ i f he doea it again ,
r eel frustrated and don •t know what to do ,
Tell h~ I won't love him if he doesn ' t obey me ,
Feel an~ry with him ,
·pank him.

~en

my child cries and makes a fuss when I get ready to ro

out, I:

3
3
3
1
1
1
1
~

Kiss him lovin'll.Y and sa P,oodni~ht .
to have some one stay with him whom he enjoys ,
Tell him I am oing and that I will bs bac k s oon ,
rell him if he isn ' t a ~ bo I mi a,ht not como back.
.pank him and put hiM in his bed ,
oait until he ia asleep and slip out ,
I iP,nore the cryinrT and just leave ,
!. rrnn~

l'!l'!ression Toward Children

VII .

hen

~

child is quarrelsome in his play with other children, 1:

3 Try to find out what is the matter before I do anythin,. ,
3 If it is possible, I wait to see if the children can settle it
themselve s ,

2 Take him away and tell him he has to play be himself ,
2
1

1
1

.:>end
Tell
Toll
Feel

him to his room,
him to be nice to the other child ,
him he ia a bad boy,
an ry and spank h111\,
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VIII.

hen by child hits another child in his nlay p;rouo and hits him
hard, I:

3 If no one is
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
IX .

bein~ seriously hurt I wait to see if the children can settle it .
.uietly aton him and tell him it hurts the other child .
Interest them both in aomethin" else .
Take him away and tell him he cannot play a~re .
Tell the othe r child to hit hL~ back.
Hit him eo that he will know how it f eels .
Tell him he is a bad boy .
'fell hi.CJ I will tell hie father .

hen

rrw

child shows off when others in hie r.lay p,roup are behaving

-n, r :
3

r o not notice what he is doing if he is not diatrnctinp the
other children.
J
ive h1m so!:!ethinp. else to do thl:.t interests him .
3 If it is possible , I ~ive him a little extra attention.
3 rakes me want to know more about hi3 feelings .
2 Take him out of the room.
1 Tell him to sit down and do ns the other children arc doiw .
1 Tell him not to act silly .
1 Feel embarrassed .
1 Am ashamed of him.
hen we have guests in the home with children about the ear.1e &'!e
and my child takes toys away from othor children with whom he is
olnylng, I:

3

ait to see if the children can work it out themselves .
r.ivo him another toy that serves the purpose as well and help
hiln ~ i ve back the one he took.
2 Give the toy he has taken ri~ht back.
2 ~ell him he must play nicely or he can 't olay anymore .
ake hb 1ive the toy back.
1 \m afraid he will ~row up to be selfish .
1 Tell hie father he has been a bad boy .
1 Ml embarrassed.

3
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Child t.gg,-ellsion To-rd 'arents
XI .

··hen 11\Y child says angry and hateful things to me , I:

3 Tell him, I know how he feels but that we still have to do it .
3
2

2
1
1

1
1

XII .

eases me that he feels free to express himself .
nisreeard what he has said and 'iuietly go on with what we are
doing .
Tell him to go to hie room until he 1B ready to apologize.
Tell him he ia a bad boy.
Tell him, I won't love him anymore if he talks like that .
Tell him his father will spank him for Baying euch thin11s to
hill 1nother.
Threaten to wash out hie mouth with soap.

hen 11\Y child hits or kicks me , I:

3 !"irmly
2

1
1

1
1
1
XIII.

and <{Uietly pick him up and put him on his bed until
he has uieted down .
Leave the room until he has quieted down and then go back to
see if he is ready to cooperate .
flit him back, so he will know how it feels to hurt someone .
Hang on to him until he quits struggling , then t ell him he hae
been bad and cannot have any dessert for supper.
Give in, it 1 s easier than to stand hiG temper.
:..pank him .
I !eel ashamed of him.

'·'hen 11\Y child kicks , screamG, and throws things, I :

3 Try to find out why he acts like this .
3 eel he needs to express his feelings as a release for him.
2

2
1

1
1
1
1
XIV .

;;end him to his room.
Pa7 no attention to h!Q .
Feel frightened and don 't know what to do .
Give in and do vhat he>«mts .
Spank him hard .
Ask his father to punish him.
!"eel I dislike him .

~'/hen 11\Y child has a day when he breaks to pieces a lmoet everything he handles , I:

J Give him sturdy toyo that will not break no !lll.ltter how hard

3
2
1
1

1
1

he uses them.
l'ut 11\Y own breakable thin~s away during the time he ill growing
through this period.
Give hva old things to play with that he can pull to pieces
and break.
Take his toys away and tell him he can have them back when he
is ready to be careful .
·:on 1 t let him in the part of t he house where 11\Y nice things are .
Spank his hands .
Tell him he 1 e a bad, destructive child.
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.(elationship:l with uther <.liildren
X:V .

1hen azy child can •t ride his tricycle or climb like the other
children do , I:

3 Understand that children develop at different rates .
3 Know that it doesn't .Jil.ttor if he doesn ' t do cverythin- the
2
2
1
1

1
1

XVI .

~en ~ child refuses to do what the others in the
doin:> , I :

are

Let hiw take his

2

. 'ind out l>Jhat he .ante to do .
~on 1 t pay any attention to him .
Tell him i f he isn •t good he can •t play with the other children.
Tell hie to sit on a choir· in the comer until he ill ready to
Jo as the others.
Insist that he does it .
Tell him he is a bad boy.

1
1
1

orlll

tilLc .

· hen azy child is with a group of children and insists on playim.:
by himself 1 I 1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

:<VIII .

P,rOUP

J
2
1

Wll .

other children do .
Disregard it and allow him to do the things he can .
Urge him to go ahead for he can do it .
Tell him not t o be a baby.
A'onder why my child has to be like that .
reel ashamed of hi ,
d I wioh he could do an ~roll .
onder if he is bright .

Regard it as evidence of hie individuality.
Understand that it takes children time to learn to play wit l1
others .
r on't pay any attention to him and allow him to take hie own
time .
/, sk him why he won ' t play with the other childrsn.
Tell hie he must play with the other children.
Take away the thine& he likes to play with when alone .
Tell him, I guess he ' s a big baby and had better stay home
with mother.

.hen my child goes from one
on any one th n~, I:

thin~

to anot eoe r and can •t seem to

~ettle

3
3

Realize that hie attention span is very short at thil! age .
~ rrange a variety f things to keep him interested .
2 . Urge him to settle down and pl.ftY with his toys for a while .
:>
akee rr:e >.1.sh he l·.oere interested in son:e activity.
2 I do not feel concerned and pay no att ention to it.
1 Tell him to sit in e ch~ir unt 1 he can make up his mind .
1
'eel nervous about it and irritated .
1 l'ell him if he can't be good 1 111 give him away .
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XH .

If lilY chlld has an imaginary pllcy!IIBte, who 1e very real to him, I1

3

Arrange to have him have some real life pl&1DI&tes .

2

Do not feel concerned and pay no attention to it.

1

Talk with him and point out that he knows there 1B no such
person.
rear he w.l.ll grow up to bo a liar.
Tell him it is silly.
Feel a bit frightened about it.
Punish him for telling a lie .

1
1
1
1
XX.

ilhen my child miabohavas in front o! special guests, I1

3 Give him somo attention and get him interested in something.
2

2
2
1
1
1

--end him to his room.
Feel he needs to express his feelings .
Feel he wants attention.
Feel ashal!l8d of him.
Do not feel concerned and pay no attention to it .
Am embarrassed.

